Abstract: The problem of proposing a framework for linear moment matching is tackled. It is possible to define five notions of moments, i.e., two from a complex "s-domain" point of view and three from a time-domain point of view. Based on these notions, reduced order models that achieve moment matching are obtained. This paper sets the basis to develop the theory of model reduction by moment matching for nonlinear systems.
INTRODUCTION
In the problem of model reduction moment matching techniques represent an efficient tool, see e.g. de Villemagne and Skelton [1987] , Antoulas et al. [1990] and Antoulas [2005a] for an overview for linear systems. In such techniques the (reduced order) model is obtained by constructing a lower degree rational function that approximates the original transfer function (assumed rational). The low degree rational function matches the original transfer function and its derivatives at various points in the complex plane. There are several possible notions of moments of a linear system. The first classical notion of moment is e.g. in Antoulas [2005a] based on the series expansion of the transfer function for a linear system. Based on this definition one can write equivalent definitions of moments. A first equivalent definition is in terms of right Krylov projections, i.e., the moments are described by the product between the output and the projection matrix. A second equivalent definition is the dual of the previous one, in terms of left Krylov projections. The reduced order models obtained by using Krylov projections match a prescribed number of moments, say ν. The simultaneous application of the left and the right projections yields reduced order models that match 2ν moments of the original system, under some mild assumptions.
Recently in Astolfi [2007 Astolfi [ , 2010c new definitions of moments in the timed-domain framework have been given. Hence a third definition of moments for linear system is presented in the relation with the steady state response (if it exists) of the system driven by a signal generator. The moments of a linear system are defined in terms of the solution of a Sylvester equation Gallivan et al. [2004] . The reduced order model that achieves moment matching at ν points is a parametric model, the extra parameter being tuned such that certain properties are preserved. Dually, an interconnection in which the system is driving the signal ⋆ This work is supported by the EPSRC grant "Control For Energy and Sustainability", grant reference EP/G066477/1. generator is considered. Thus a new definition of moment dual to the previous one is obtained. The reduced order model that achieves moment matching at ν points is again a parametric one.
In this paper we present an overview of the aforementioned five notions of moment. These notions are equivalent, see Astolfi [2010b] . Furthermore, we analyze the reduced order models that match the moments of the original system. If they are not minimal, we obtain models of dimensions lower than the number of matching points, i.e., we consider the problem of pole-zero cancelations. We also state that, in this case, the lowest dimension is half of the number of interpolation points, i.e., a number of poles and zeros less than, or equal to half of the number of interpolation points are canceled. Furthermore, just like in the Krylov projections case, the problem of matching 2ν points is studied. Thus, the series, parallel or feedback interconnection between the two reduced order models, obtained with the two latter definitions of moments, is proposed yielding reduced order models of dimension 2ν. Under some mild assumptions these models match the moments of the original systems at 2ν points. We study conditions under which these models can be further reduced at dimension ν, i.e., consider the problem of pole-zero cancelation. As a consequence, the interconnection between N models yields a reduced order model of dimension N ν, that matches the moments of the original system at N ν points and again check the pole-zero cancelation problem in order to lower this dimension. This paper is a preliminary step to develop a model reduction theory for nonlinear systems continuing the work in Astolfi [2010c] .
In the sequel we consider a single-input, single-output linear, time invariant system is described by the equationṡ
with x(t) ∈ R n , u(t) ∈ R, y(t) ∈ R, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n , C T ∈ R n and the associated transfer function K :
(2) When needed, we use the notation (A, B, C) to refer to a system described by (1). Throughout, we assume that (1) is controllable and observable, i.e., minimal.
PRELIMINARIES

The notion of moment and moment matching
In this section we recall the notion of moments of a linear system based on the associated transfer function. Definition 1. Antoulas [2005a] The 0-moment at s 1 ∈ C of system (2) is the complex number η 0 (s 1 ) = C(
The point s 1 ∈ C is called interpolation point. The approximation problem can be formulated as follows: given system (1), s 1 ∈ C and k, find a system (Â,B,Ĉ), wherê
.., ν, whereη k (s 1 ) are the moments ofK(s), k = 1, ..., ν. If s 1 = ∞, then the moments are the Markov parameters and the problem is known as partial realization. If the moments are chosen at s 1 = 0, then the problem is called Padé approximation. Alternatively one may consider moment matching at multiple interpolation points: given a system (A, B, C) and a set of interpolation points s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ν , find (Â,B,Ĉ), whereÂ ∈ R ν×ν ,B ∈ R ν ,Ĉ ∈ R ν with the transfer functionK(s) =Ĉ(sI
and j = 0, 1, ..., l, where
ds j . For the rest of the paper, without loss of generality we will consider j = 0.
Krylov projections
In this section we recall two different notions of moments based on Krylov projections. This definition allows for development of efficient numerical algorithms for the computation of reduced order models, i.e., the Arnoldi and Lanczos algorithms, see e.g. Grimme [1997] , de Villemagne and Skelton [1987] , Jaimoukha and Kasenally [1997] , Feldman and Freund [1995] , Gugercin and Antoulas [2004] , Gallivan et al. [1996] . These algorithms achieve moment matching through iterative procedures, without the computation of moments as in Definition 1.
Consider a linear system (1) and let s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ν ∈ C, s i = s j , i = j and let
(4) The moments of system (1) at s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ν are the elements θ i , i = 1, ..., ν. We call V the right Krylov projection matrix.
2
Using this definition an interpolation problem is solved. The solution is a family of reduced order models that achieves moment matching at ν points.
Theorem 1. [Antoulas, 2005a, Proposition 11.7] Let θ be the matrix containing the 0-moments of (1) at {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ν }. Let ξ(t) ∈ R ν be such that x = V ξ, where x(t) satisfies (1). Furthermore, consider a linear model defined as
where W ∈ C n×ν is a matrix satisfying W * V = I and letθ ∈ C 1×ν be the moments of (5) as in Definition 2. If ν ≤ n, then (5) is a reduced order model of (1) achieving moment matching at s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ν ∈ C, i.e., θ =θ.
Note that the reduced order model obtained this way do not preserve properties such as stability, passivity, etc. New results show that the preservation of such properties depends on the choice of interpolation points {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ν }, see Antoulas [2005b] , Sorensen [2005] .
Dually, consider s ν+1 , s ν+2 , ..., s 2ν ∈ C, s i = s j , i = j and let W ∈ C n×ν be such that
. . .
The moments of system (1) at s ν+1 , s ν+2 , ..., s 2ν are the elements ϑ i , i = ν + 1, ..., 2ν. We call W the left Krylov projection.
A family of reduced order models achieving moment matching at ν points is described by the following result similar to Theorem 1. Theorem 2. Let ϑ be the vector containing the 0-moments of (1) at {s ν+1 , s ν+2 , ..., s 2ν } and V ∈ C n satisfy W * V = I. Let ξ(t) ∈ R ν be such that x = V ξ, where x(t) satisfies (1). Furthermore, consider a linear model defined as
Letθ ∈ C ν be the moments of (8) as in Definition 3. If ν ≤ n, then (8) is a reduced order model of (1) achieving moment matching at s ν+1 , s ν+2 , ..., s 2ν ∈ C, i.e., ϑ =θ. 2
The definition of matrices V and W allow for the construction of projections matrices that, used for model reduction, lead to reduced order models that achieve matching at 2ν points. Consider s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ν , ..., s 2ν ∈ C, s i = s j , i = j, with i, j = 1, ..., 2ν and assume V * W is invertible. Let
Notice thatW * Ṽ = I. Theorem 3. [Antoulas, 2005a, Proposition 11 .11] Let ξ(t) ∈ R ν be such that x =Ṽ ξ, where x(t) satisfies (1). Furthermore, consider a linear model defined as
Letθ ∈ C ν be the 0-moments of (10) at {s 1 , ..., s ν } and ϑ ∈ C ν be the moments of (10) then (10) is a reduced order model of (1) achieving moment matching at {s 1 , ..., s 2ν }, i.e., θ =θ and ϑ =θ. 2
A TIME DOMAIN APPROACH TO MOMENT MATCHING -ON OVERVIEW AND SOME NEW RESULTS
In this section we present a notion of moment in a time domain setting. This line of thinking is based on the recent results in Astolfi [2007 Astolfi [ , 2010c . Consider a linear system (1) and a linear signal generator
with ω(t) ∈ R ν , ψ(t) ∈ R, S ∈ R ν×ν and L ∈ R 1×ν . Let (11) satisfy the following assumption. Assumption 1. The pair (L, S) is observable. Furthermore, A and S have no eigenvalues in common, i.e., σ(S) ∩ σ(A) = ∅. Definition 4. Consider the Sylvester equation
with the solution Π ∈ C n×ν . Theorem 4. Astolfi [2007, 2010c] Consider system (1) and the signal generator S satisfying Assumption 1, interconnected as in Fig. 1, i. e., u = ψ. Furthermore, assume that σ(A) ⊂ C − . Then the moments φ of system (1) at {L, S} are in one to one relation with the steady-state response of the output y(t) of the interconnected system. 2 Remark 2. Converting the result of Theorem 4 in the s domain one obtains that the notion of moment as in Definition 4 is equivalent to the notion of moments from Definition 1.
Based on Definition 4, we define a family of reduced order models (of order ν) that achieve moment matching at the interpolation points {s 1 , ..., s ν }. Theorem 5. Let ξ(t) ∈ R ν be such that x = Πξ, where x(t) satisfies (1). Furthermore, consider the family of linear models
parametrized in G ∈ R ν . Assume S − GL and S have no common eigenvalues, i.e., σ(S − GL) ∩ σ(S) = ∅. Let φ ∈ C 1×ν be the moments of (14) at {L, S}. If ν ≤ n, then (14) describes a family of reduced order models of (1), parametrized in G and achieving moment matching at {L, S}, i.e., φ =φ.
The parameter G can be picked to preserve certain properties of the approximating model, such as stability, passivity, prescribed relative degree, etc., see e.g. Astolfi [2010c] , Ionescu and Astolfi [2010] . The choice of G is independent of the interpolation points used for moment matching, i.e., the choice of G does not depend on the definition of L or S.
Remark 3. Since we assume that σ(S) ∩ σ(S − GL) = ∅ the pair (S − GL, G) is controllable. However, the pair (CΠ, S − GL) is not necessarily observable, i.e., Σ G is not necessarily minimal. Yet, if G is such that Σ G has relative degree ν, then Σ G is observable. 2
If the model Σ G is not minimal, then a number of poles and zeros can be canceled, yielding reduced order models of order less than ν. Proposition 1. Let Σ G be a reduced order model of order ν and assume it is not minimal. Then the lowest dimension of a minimal realization associated to Σ G is ν 2 , if ν is even and ν 2 , if ν is odd. 2 Example 1. Consider a reduced order model of order 2, with
and let G = [g 1 g 2 ] T be such that σ(S)∩σ(S−GL) = ∅. All second reduced order models that matches the moments η 0 and η 1 at σ(S) have the transfer function
For
, g 2 = 0, the model is not controllable. Canceling a pole and a zero, we get a unique model of order 1, from the familyK G , that matches the moments at σ(S), namelŷ 
with η 
, that has no information about η 2 , hence matching is not possible. Furthermore, for this value of γ the condition that the interpolation points are not poles of the reduced order models is not satisfied. 2
Another definition of moment following a time domain approach is given by considering the converse series connection between the to-be-reduced system (1) and a (generalized) signal generator
where
and Υ ∈ R ν×n is the solution of the Sylvester equation T ∈ C ν be such that ϕ = ΥB. (21) We call the moments of system (1) at {Q, R} the elements ϕ i , i = 1, ..., ν. The interpolation points are the eigenvalues of Q, i.e., {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ν } = σ(Q).
Consider the series interconnection of (1) with the signal generator S i.e., let v(t) = y(t), ∀t. Based on Definition 5, we present a family of reduced order models (of order ν) that achieve moment matching at the interpolation points {s 1 , ..., s ν }. Letξ
be the model that approximates (1), with F ∈ R ν×ν , G ∈ R ν , H ∈ R 1×ν . Define the interconnection between the signal generator and (22) as v(t) = η(t), ∀t. Let the output of the signal generator be defined as ζ = ω + ξ. Fig. 3 . The reduced model driving the signal generator. Theorem 6. Let ξ(t) ∈ R ν . Consider the family of linear models
parametrized in H ∈ R 1×ν . Assume Q − RH and Q have no common eigenvalues, i.e., σ(Q − RH) ∩ σ(Q) = ∅. Let ϕ ∈ C 1×ν be the moments of (23) at {Q, R}. If ν ≤ n, then (23) describes a family of reduced order models of (1), parametrized in H and achieving moment matching at {Q, R}, i.e., ϕ =φ.
2 Remark 5. The definition of the signal ζ is equivalent to the selection of (F, G, H) in Theorem 6. Furthermore, along the trajectories of the interconnected system from Figure 3 , ζ satisfiesζ = Sζ + ΥBu.
2 Remark 6. Since we assume that σ(Q) ∩ σ(Q − RH) = ∅ the pair (H, Q − RH) is observable. However, the pair (Q − RH, ΥB) is not necessarily controllable, i.e Σ H is not necessarily minimal. 2
If the model Σ H is not minimal, then a number of poles and zeros can be canceled, yielding reduced order models of order less than ν. Proposition 2. Let Σ H be a reduced order model of order ν and assume it is not minimal. Then the lowest dimension of a minimal realization associated to Σ H is ν 2 , if ν is even Fig. 4 . Ladder network.
Example 3. Consider the ladder network in Figure 4 , with 
respectively. The input of the system is u(t) = I(t). Let {L, S} be
the interpolation points being s 1 = −1/2, s 2 = −1. The transfer function is given as
s 4 + 3s 2 + s 3 + 2s + 1 hence the moments to be matched are CΠ =
T . A family of reduced order models that matches the moments at s 1 and s 2 iṡ
with the transfer function
For g 
with the transfer functionK 2 (s) as in equation (18c).
, (25) is not controllable and a pole and a zero can be canceled, resulting in a reduced model of order one, namelyK 22 (s) = 1 5s−6 . 2
The families of models (14) (parametrized in G) and (23) (parametrized in H) approximate system (1) achieving moment matching at ν interpolation points, i.e., say {s 1 , ..., s ν } = σ(S) and say {s ν+1 , ..., s 2ν } ∈ σ(Q) respectively. We assume that s k = s j , for all k = 1, ..., ν and j = ν + 1, ...2ν. In the sequel we propose a family of reduced order models (parametrized in G and H) that approximates (1) and matches its moments at 2ν points {s 1 , ..., s 2ν }. If ν is much smaller than n, then the dimension of the reduced order model can be left 2ν. However, for better reduction, we give conditions under which the dimension of the reduced order model is of size ν.
Let ǫ ∈ C 1×ν be the moments of (1) at {L, S} and {Q, R}. interpolation points (series connection).
. Consider the family of linear models
parametrized in H ∈ R 1×ν and G ∈ R ν . Letǫ ∈ C 1×2ν be the moments of (26) at {L, S} and {Q, R}. Let 2ν ≤ n, then (26) is a family of reduced order models of (1), parametrized in H and achieving moment matching at {L, S} and {Q, R}, i.e., ǫ =ǫ if and only if there exist G and H such that σ(S) = σ(Q − RH + ΥBH) and σ(Q) = σ(S − GL + GCΠ). (27) parametrized in H ∈ R 1×ν and G ∈ R ν . Letǫ ∈ C 1×2ν be the moments of (27) at {L, S} and {Q, R}. Let 2ν ≤ n, then (27) is a family of reduced order models of (1), parametrized in H and achieving moment matching at {L, S} and {Q, R}, i.e., ǫ =ǫ, if and only if there exist G = 0 and H = 0 such that s i , i = 1, ..., ν are among the finite zeros of Σ H and s j , j = ν + 1, ..., 2ν are among the finite zeros of Σ G .
2 Remark 8. Both Theorem 7 and 8 can be extended to the case of matching N ν points, resulting in models of at most order (N − 1)ν. However the conditions are more restrictive, e.g. in the parallel connection (N − 1)ν interpolation points must be zeros of the (N − 1)ν interconnected systems. 
